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Abstract
Some reports indicate that cigarette smoking can help smokers focus attention, even when they have
not abstained from smoking for a substantial period of time (eg, >1 h). Understanding the mechanisms
by which smoking affects attention may help in designing smoking cessation treatments. Thirteen
nonsmokers and nine smokers participated in two tests of blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD)
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). During fMRI, the participants performed the Stroop
Task. There was a 15-min break between the two tests. During the break, each smoker smoked one
cigarette. For smokers, the first test began 45–60 min after the last cigarette of ad libitum smoking.
The differences in BOLD signal changes between Stroop conditions (ie, incongruent minus
congruent) showed a group × test interaction in the right precentral sulcus, including the putative
human frontal eye field (FEF). Smokers, but not nonsmokers, showed greater changes (relative to
rest) in BOLD signal in the incongruent than in the congruent condition in the first fMRI test but not
in the second. Even after brief abstinence from smoking, therefore, smokers exhibit compromised
functional efficiency in the right FEF and adjacent precentral sulcus in a test of selective attention;
and smoking ameliorates this condition.
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INTRODUCTION
Smokers feel that cigarette smoking helps them concentrate, and that acute abstinence from
cigarettes impairs their concentration (Heishman, 1999; Newhouse et al, 2004). The effects of
smoking on concentration can be assessed with the Stroop Color-Word Task, which tests the
ability to maintain focus in the face of interference (Stroop, 1935). Color-naming words, such
as RED, are presented either in congruent (the word matching the color in which it appears)
or in incongruent (the word mismatching the color in which it appears) conditions, and
participants are instructed to name the color (rather than reading the word) as fast as they can.
In the incongruent condition, successful performance of the task involves suppression of
interference due to the mismatch of the stimulus word with the color in which it is presented.
Most investigators measure the Stroop effect as the difference in reaction time (RT) between
incongruent and congruent conditions, and use this measure as an index of interference
(MacLeod, 1991).

While enhanced performance on the Stroop Task (ie, reduced Stroop effect) after cigarette
smoking has been observed in abstinent smokers (>12 h) (Mancuso et al, 1999; Pomerleau et
al, 1994), it was not clear whether this effect was due to relief from nicotine withdrawal, a
facilitating effect of nicotine on selective attention (beyond the preabstinence level), or a
combination of both (for review see Heishman et al (1994)). Some studies found that
administration of nicotine per se (Provost and Woodward, 1991) or cigarette smoking
(Hasenfratz and Battig, 1992; Provost and Woodward, 1991) decreased the Stroop effect in
nonsmokers (Provost and Woodward, 1991) or smokers smoking ad libitum (Hasenfratz and
Battig, 1992; Provost and Woodward, 1991). These reports suggested that nicotine had an
absolute facilitating effect on focusing of attention, but other observations did not support this
view. For example, one study found that cigarette smoking decreased the RT for both congruent
and incongruent conditions, but did not change the Stroop effect in abstinent smokers (Rusted
et al, 2000); and another found that nicotine injection (0.6 mg, i.v.) did not reduce the Stroop
effect in either nonsmokers or abstinent smokers (Foulds et al, 1996).

Blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) has
been used to investigate the neural systems mediating the effects of nicotine on selective
attention of abstinent smokers (Jacobsen et al, 2004) and nonsmokers (Thiel et al, 2005).
Abstinent smokers (>15 h) showed less activity in the left thalamus while they performed an
auditory task of selective attention after receiving transdermal nicotine (28 or 35 mg) than after
application of a placebo patch (Jacobsen et al, 2004). After chewing nicotine gum (1 and 2
mg), nonsmokers showed improved performance (decreased RT) as well as decreased activity
in the prefrontal and parietal cortices while they performed an attention reorienting task (Thiel
et al, 2005). Both of these studies of selective attention showed decreases in task-related
activity, but in different brain regions (ie, thalamus (Jacobsen et al, 2004) or prefrontal and
parietal cortices (Thiel et al, 2005)) after nicotine administration (also see Ernst et al (2001)).

Although these fMRI studies have assessed the effects of nicotine administration on selective
attention, comparable tests of the effects of cigarette smoking have not been reported. Notably,
smoking provides a manipulation that includes more than the administration of nicotine per
se, such as the ritual of smoking and associated conditioned reinforcers (Rose et al, 2003). We
therefore, tested nonsmokers and nicotine-dependent smokers with fMRI while they performed
the Stroop Color-Word naming task. The objective was to determine the effects of smoking in
the absence of substantial withdrawal and cigarette craving so that potential facilitating effects
(other than relief of withdrawal) could be observed.

Previous neuroimaging studies found that while performing the Stroop Task, healthy subjects
showed higher activity in the presupplementary motor cortex (pre-SMC), anterior cingulate
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cortex (ACC), and inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) in the incongruent than in the congruent
condition (Banich et al, 2000; Bench et al, 1993; Brown et al, 1999; Carter et al, 1995; Gruber
et al, 2002; Mead et al, 2002; Milham and Banich, 2005; Pardo et al, 1990b; Taylor et al,
1997). Based on these findings, we predicted that participants in both groups would show
higher BOLD signal in these brain regions (ie, pre-SMC, ACC, and IFG) in the incongruent
than in the congruent condition. As nicotine administration reduced task-related BOLD signal
in participants performing tests of selective attention (Jacobsen et al, 2004; Thiel et al, 2005),
we expected smokers to show decreases in task-related BOLD signal change in the pre-SMC,
ACC, and IFG after smoking. These brain areas have been implicated in mediating response
preparation, distracter inhibition, and conflict monitoring during the Stroop Task (Banich et
al, 2000; Bench et al, 1993; Brown et al, 1999; Carter et al, 1995; Gruber et al, 2002; Mead
et al, 2002; Milham and Banich, 2005; Pardo et al, 1990a; Taylor et al, 1997).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Experimental Subjects

We recruited potential research participants through flyers and newspaper advertisements.
Those who passed an initial telephone screening were invited for further assessment after
providing written informed consent, as approved by the Institutional Review Board of the
University of California Los Angeles. The participants completed questionnaires related to
cigarette smoking psychiatric diagnosis (including the Fagerström Test for Nicotine
Dependence as a measure of nicotine dependence (Heatherton et al, 1991), the Wender Utah
Rating Scale (WURS) as an index of childhood attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD,
(Ward et al, 1993), the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) as an assessment of depressive
symptoms (Beck and Beamesderfer, 1974)). Psychiatric disorders were determined using the
Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV (First et al, 1996) to exclude participants with
current psychotic disorders and to determine diagnoses of drug abuse disorders.

We excluded individuals who were younger than 18 or older than 55 years of age, reported a
debilitating medical condition, or had a score of ≥46 on the WURS. Another exclusion factor
was illicit substance abuse, as indicated by self-reports and by results on urine drug screens
for cocaine, methamphetamine, opiates, and benzodiazepines at the time of enrollment and at
all test sessions. Consumption of ≤10 standard drinks of alcohol per week (one standard drink
= 12 ounces of beer, 6 ounces of wine, or a 1.5 ounce shot of 80-proof hard liquor), as indicated
by self-report, was allowed. In addition, marijuana use of ≤1 joint per week was allowed, but
urine was required to test negative for cannabinoids at each session, and the participants were
instructed to refrain from using marijuana for the 72 h prior to each test session. Right-
handedness, as indicated by a self report of using the right hand to perform at least six out of
seven tasks on the Edinburgh Handedness Questionnaire (Oldfield, 1971), and a self-report of
smoking at least 10 cigarettes a day for the 2 years prior to enrollment were inclusion
requirements.

Thirteen nonsmokers (smoked ≤5 cigarettes life time) and nine smokers were studied with
fMRI. Seven of the nonsmokers were men, 18–53 years of age (mean = 34.9, SD = 10.4). Their
BDI scores ranged from 0 to 10 (mean = 4.2, SD = 3.1), and WURS ranged from 1 to 27 (mean
= 11.8, SD = 9.1). The number of days they used alcohol ranged 0 to 5 within the last 30 days
(mean = 1.7, SD = 1.9). Five of the smokers were men, 22-50 years of age = (mean = 37.5, SD
= 8.8). Their BDI scores ranged from 0 to 9 (mean = 2.4, SD = 3.2), and their WURS ranged
from 4 to 39 (mean = 12.4, SD = 4.4). The number of days they used alcohol ranged 0 to 10
within the last 30 days (mean = 2.6, SD = 3.6). None of the participants in either group reported
using marijuana within the 30 days preceding the study. The groups did not differ significantly
in age, BDI score, WURS, and alcohol use. The smokers reported smoking 13–28 cigarettes
per day (mean = 20, SD 4.2) and had smoked regularly for 5–30 years (mean = 17, SD = 8.9).
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Their scores on the Fagerström Test for Nicotine Dependence, a 10-point scale (Heatherton et
al, 1991), ranged from 3 to 8 (mean = 4.9, SD = 1.5).

Experimental Design
Each subject was scanned in two tests, separated by a 15-min break. Testing began between
1400 and 1600 h, when normal daily smoking behavior produces a relatively stable plateau of
nicotine in blood (Benowitz et al, 1983). Smokers were allowed to smoke ad libitum up to 45–
60 min before the first test. After acquisition of the first set of fMRI data, each participant was
removed from the scanner for 15 min. During this time, nonsmokers went outdoors and relaxed,
and smokers did the same but also each smoked a cigarette of their usual brand. Then all subjects
were re-positioned in the scanner for acquisition of the second test. For smokers, the time
between cigarette smoking during the break and the beginning of the second test was <20 min.

Before acquisition of each set of fMRI data, smokers were evaluated for cigarette withdrawal
using the 25-item Shiffman/Jarvik Withdrawal Scale (SJWS) (Jarvik et al, 2000; Schuh and
Stitzer, 1995). Cigarette craving was also assessed using the Urge to Smoke (UTS) scale
(Jarvik et al, 2000) before each test. The score of each subscale of either SJWS or UTS ranges
from ‘1’ to ‘7’, with score ‘1’, ‘4’, and ‘7’ corresponding to ‘definitely no withdrawal or craving
symptom’, ‘possibly withdrawal or craving symptom’, and ‘definitely withdrawal or craving
symptom’, respectively. The concentration of CO in expired air was also measured (parts per
million (ppm)).

Task Design
This study used a block design with congruent, incongruent, and rest conditions. Three words,
RED, BLUE, and GREEN were displayed in color as the congruent (matching) and incongruent
(mismatched) stimuli. During rest, a cross was displayed at the center of the screen, and subjects
fixed their eyes on this cross without responding. All events were programmed into two scripts
with different sequences of congruent and incongruent blocks. Each script consisted of four
congruent, four incongruent, and nine rest blocks. There were seven trials in each task block,
and each stimulus was presented for 1 s with an inter-stimulus interval of 2 s. Thus, each task
block lasted 21 s. All rest blocks lasted 17 s, except for the first one, which lasted 19 s. Before
each task block, the instruction, ‘Identify the Color’ was presented; and before each rest block,
the instruction was ‘Rest’. All instructions were presented for 2 s. Each entire script lasted 367
s. Each participant was instructed to respond to the displayed color as fast as possible by
pressing a button with his or her right hand. Button presses by the index, middle, and ring finger
corresponded to red, blue, and green, respectively.

Scanning Parameters
Functional images were acquired on a 3 T MRI scanner (GE, Signa with the EPI upgrade from
Advanced NMR Systems), using T2* weighted gradient-recalled EPI, with blood oxygen level-
dependent (BOLD) contrast (TR = 3000 ms, TE = 42 ms, flip angle = 80°, slice thickness = 4
mm with a 1 mm inter-slice interval, matrix of 64 × 64, in-plane resolution = 3.12 mm2). One
hundred nineteen images were acquired for each of 16 axial slices through the brain. Sixteen
slices cover the majority of the brain except the most dorsal portion of the frontoparietal cortex
and the most ventral portion of frontal and temporal cortices. High-resolution, T2-weighted,
EPI, anatomical images of the whole brain (23–25 slices, 4-mm thick) were acquired in each
scanning session to help define the locations of the BOLD signals.

Statistical Analysis
Behavioral data—Two repeated measures Analyses of Variance (ANOVAs) were
conducted, with one modeling reaction time and the other modeling accuracy. For both
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analyses, task condition (congruent vs incongruent) and tests (first vs second) were within-
subject variables and group (smoker vs nonsmoker) was a between-subject variable. As tests
were confounded with the smoking manipulation, we looked to the interaction between tests
and study groups (smoker vs nonsmoker) for evidence of an effect of smoking, apart from any
effects of order. The Pearson correlations between the scores of Fagerström Test and Stroop
effect exhibited by smokers in the two tests were also assessed.

Imaging data—We used Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM2, Welcome Department of
Cognitive Neurology, London) for motion correction, spatial normalization, smoothing, and
statistical analysis. For each subject, the functional scans were aligned to the first functional
image and corrected for motion, co-registered, spatially normalized to the EPI template from
SPM2, then smoothed with a 12-mm FWHM Gaussian filter. Then, the functional data were
filtered with a 128-s high pass temporal filter. We constructed model time courses for each
event block, that is, congruent, incongruent, rest, and instruction, by convolving a boxcar
waveform representing the times of the presentation of each block with the canonical
hemodynamic response function of SPM2. We then analyzed the data in comparison with these
model time courses in the context of the general linear model.

Our statistical tests involved two levels, first at the single subject level (fixed effect model),
and then at the group level (random effects model). First, SPM(T) maps of desired contrasts
(eg, incongruent minus rest, congruent minus rest, incongruent minus congruent), for the
imaging data from first and second test, and the combined data from both tests were generated
for each subject. In addition, comparisons between tests were made for the aforementioned
contrasts between conditions for each subject. Then these contrasts were entered into a second
level analysis. One sample t-tests were used to assess the group mean BOLD signal changes
related to the congruent (congruent minus rest) or the incongruent (incongruent minus rest)
condition, or the group mean of the difference in BOLD signal change between the two
conditions (incongruent minus congruent) of nonsmokers and smokers, respectively, in the
first and second tests, and the combined data from both tests. One sample t-tests were also used
to identify regions where there were differences between the first and second tests in contrast
of incongruent minus congruent condition of nonsmokers and smokers, separately. Two sample
t-tests were used to make group comparisons (smokers vs nonsmokers) in BOLD signal
changes between conditions (incongruent minus congruent). Two sample t-tests were also used
to make between-group (nonsmokers vs smokers) comparisons of differences in BOLD signal
changes between tests related to the contrast of incongruent minus congruent condition. A
voxel-level height threshold of p<0.001 (uncorrected), and a cluster level extent threshold of
p<0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons, were used to identify significant task-related
activity in a whole brain analyses. To quantify the magnitudes of BOLD signal changes within
significant clusters, these clusters were functionally defined as regions of interest (ROIs), and
the mean signal change in each ROI was extracted with the SPM2-compatible ROI analysis
tool Marsbar (Brett et al, 2002). The Pearson correlations between the scores of Fagerström
Test for Nicotine Dependence and the differences of percent changes of BOLD signal between
incongruent and congruent conditions of each ROI of smokers in the two tests were assessed
with SPSS.

RESULTS
Subjective Withdrawal and Craving in Smokers

Before the first test, the self reported mean scores on the SJWS subscales ranged from 1.2 to
4.8, and the mean UTS score was 4.16 (Table 1). These scores indicated that smokers did not
experience severe withdrawal or craving symptoms before the first test (see Materials and
methods for the definition of scores). Self-reports of withdrawal and craving before the first
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and second fMRI tests did not show significant differences (Table 1), in keeping with the fact
that abstinence from smoking was brief in both cases: 45–60 min for the first test and <20 min
for the second. After smoking a cigarette during the break, the average concentration of CO in
expired air showed a small, statistically significant increase (Table 1, df = 8, t = 4.11, p<0.05).

Stroop Task Performance of Nonsmokers and Smokers
Both groups showed a significant Stroop effect, that is, longer RT during the incongruent than
the congruent condition in both first and second tests (paired t-test, for nonsmokers, first test:
mean Stroop effect = 115.1 ms, SD = 46.3, t = 3.5, p<0.05, df = 12; second test: mean Stroop
effect = 121.6 ms, SD = 70.3, t = 5.0, p<0.05, df = 12; for smokers, first test: mean Stroop
effect = 138.4 ms, SD = 50.2, t = 8.7, p<0.05, df = 8; second test: mean Stroop effect = 124.1
ms, SD = 40, t = 8.0, p<0.05, df = 8). There was no significant difference between tests; nor
was there a significant group difference in either test. There also were no significant interactions
involving the Stroop effect. Scores on the Fagerström Test for Nicotine Dependence were not
significantly correlated with the Stroop effect exhibited by the smokers in either test. Neither
group showed a significant difference in error rates between the incongruent and congruent
condition in either test or between tests.

Task-Related Changes in BOLD Signal
The imaging data of the two tests of nonsmokers showed no difference and, therefore, were
combined. Nonsmokers exhibited significantly higher BOLD signal in the incongruent than in
the congruent condition in the left IFG (Figure 1, cluster size = 12609 mm3, MNI coordinates
of the peak voxel: x = −33, y = 0, z = 21), and in the left pre-SMC (Figure 1, size = 1728
mm3, MNI coordinate of the peak voxel: x = −9, y = 18, z = 48). As with the nonsmokers, the
data from the combined two tests of smokers also showed significantly higher BOLD signal
in the incongruent than in the congruent condition in the left IFG (Figure 2, cluster size = 1971
mm3, MNI coordinates of the peak voxel: x = −42, y = 9, z = 21), but also in the left intraparietal
sulcus (Figure 2, cluster size = 3942 mm3, MNI coordinates of the peak voxel: x = −30, y =
−75, z = 30). Two sample t-tests not did show significant difference in task-related changes of
BOLD signal in the brain between nonsmokers and smokers in either incongruent or congruent
conditions, or in the contrast of incongruent minus congruent condition in either test.

A cluster in the right precentral sulcus, including the putative human frontal eye field (FEF,
Figure 3a, cluster size = 6075 mm3, MNI coordinates of the peak voxel: x = 43, y = −22, z =
50) showed a significant interaction between groups (smokers vs nonsmokers) and tests (first
vs second) in the contrast of incongruent minus congruent condition. We defined this cluster
as an ROI and assessed changes (relative to rest) in BOLD signal in both the incongruent and
the congruent conditions in each test of each subject. ROI analysis indicated that this interaction
in the right precentral sulcus reflected greater BOLD signal changes in the incongruent than
in the congruent condition of the smokers only in the first test (paired t-test, t = 2.5, p<0.05,
df = 8), but not in the second test (after smoking). Nonsmokers did not exhibit a difference
between the two conditions in either test (Figure 3b). There was no significant correlation
between nicotine dependence scores (Fagerström Test) and the difference in BOLD signal
changes in this ROI between incongruent and congruent conditions of smokers in either test.

DISCUSSION
When abstinent <1 h, smokers showed a greater change in BOLD signal in the right precentral
sulcus, including the FEF, in the incongruent than in the congruent condition of the Stroop
Task. This difference between the two task conditions was not observed after smokers smoked
a cigarette, nor was it exhibited by nonsmokers in either test. Literature regarding selective
attention indicates that activity of the FEF (including the adjacent regions around the precentral
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sulcus) mediates shifts of attention and discrimination between targets and distracters (Astafiev
et al, 2003; Hopfinger et al, 2000). For example, FEF neurons in monkeys are activated during
discrimination between targets and distracters (Bichot and Schall, 1999; Thompson and Bichot,
2005); and the FEF is activated by distracters while human subjects perform an oddball task
(Bledowski et al, 2004). This activation is believed to reflect discrimination of distracters from
targets and diversion of attention from distracters (Bledowski et al, 2004). Previous fMRI
studies found that activity in the FEF is associated with the diversion of attention in space
(Astafiev et al, 2003; Hopfinger et al, 2000), the shifting of attention between objects at the
same location, and between features of the same object (Liu et al, 2003; Serences et al,
2004).

Activity of FEF neurons mediates selection, generation, and inhibition of responses after
peripheral cues (Astafiev et al, 2003; Connolly et al, 2002; Merriam et al, 2001). The successful
performance of the incongruent condition requires inhibition of the interference introduced by
the semantic meaning of the word during signal perception, and perhaps also inhibition of the
tendency to respond to the semantic meaning during response selection (MacLeod, 1991; Mead
et al, 2002). The activity in the FEF observed in the present study may reflect either or both
of these types of inhibition. Our study did not, however, distinguish between potential effects
of brief abstinence or smoking on these types of inhibition.

Relative to young adults, aged subjects have deficits in inhibition of distracters on a selective
attention task (Maylor and Lavie, 1998). They also exhibit larger differences in the activity in
the right FEF between the incongruent and congruent conditions than young adults while they
perform the Stroop Task during fMRI (Langenecker et al, 2004), suggesting that aging is
associated with reduced functional efficiency of the FEF during performance of the Stroop
task. The observed interaction in the present study reflects greater activity in the more difficult
condition of smokers only and only in the test block before acute smoking. It suggests that the
inhibitory function of the right FEF is compromised in smokers abstinent for only 45–60 min;
and that this compromise is counteracted by smoking a cigarette.

In the present study, smokers did not report severe withdrawal and craving symptoms
immediately before the first test. They also did not show significant differences in withdrawal
and craving scores between the first and second tests. Therefore, it is unlikely that the effect
of cigarette smoking on the BOLD signal at the right FEF and adjacent precentral sulcus of
smokers is due to the relief of subjective nicotine withdrawal or craving for cigarettes. Our
findings suggest that chronic smoking, short abstinence (45–60 min) from cigarette smoking,
conditions that existed before the initiation of smoking, or any combination of these factors,
impaired the functional efficiency of the right FEF of nicotine-dependent smokers on selective
attention tasks, and that acute smoking a cigarette ameliorated this functional deficit. This acute
reversal effect of cigarette smoking on the function of FEF may be one of several factors that
help maintain smoking behavior.

In a previous study, smokers, who abstained from cigarette smoking for about 45 min, showed
less activation in the parietal cortex and striatum than nonsmokers while they performed a
continuous performance task; and that this hypoactivation in smokers was reversed after
application of transdermal nicotine (21 mg, >3 h) (Lawrence et al, 2002). In that study and in
ours, smokers who were abstinent from cigarette smoking <60 min, exhibited abnormal brain
activation while performing attentional tasks; and this abnormality was reversed by either
cigarette smoking or nicotine administration. The two studies, however, show different
directions of effects. We found that, before cigarette smoking, smokers showed higher task-
related activity than nonsmokers (see Figure 3b) although this difference did not reach our a
priori threshold for statistical significance. Notably the two studies used different tasks, and
the abnormalities in activation were in different brain regions.
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Acetylcholine enhances both bottom-up signal detection and top-down control of signal
processing, thereby facilitating the processing of goal-related signals, suppressing the
processing of distracters, and increasing the signal/noise ratio in the cortex (for review, see
Sarter et al (2005)). Such actions could increase the functional efficiency of cortex, reducing
cortical activity (ie, BOLD signal) required for demanding attentional tasks. When delivered
through cigarette smoking, nicotine mimics the action of acetylcholine by binding to nicotinic
acetylcholine receptors (nAChRs) and promoting acetylcholine release. By this action,
cigarette smoking may have reduced BOLD signal at the right FEF and adjacent precentral
sulcus in the incongruent condition after cigarette smoking in our study. The same mechanism
may explain why nicotine administration decreased task related BOLD signals in the frontal
and parietal cortices of nonsmokers performing a selective attention task (Thiel et al, 2005).

It is plausible that reduced functional efficiency in the brain following brief abstinence from
smoking ad libitum until the afternoon of testing may reflect desensitization of nAChRs. About
70% of α4β2 nAChRs in cultured cells are desensitized after brief exposure to 10 nM (1.6 ng/
ml) (Paradiso and Steinbach, 2003). By comparison, smoking one cigarette can elevate arterial
plasma nicotine concentrations above 180 nM (30 ng/ml) for more than 20 min (Gourlay and
Benowitz, 1997). In addition, positron emission tomographic assessment of in vivo nAChR
occupancy in smokers indicated that smoking just one cigarette can produce >88% occupancy
of α4β2* nAChRs for at least 4 h after smoking (Brody et al, 2006). To the extent that nAChRs
in human brain respond to nicotine with desensitization as shown in vitro, smoking ad
libitum until 45–60 min before testing could render central nAChRs less responsive to
stimulation by endogenous acetylcholine, and thereby decrease functional efficiency. If
smokers in this study had a large proportion of their cerebral α4β2* nAChRs desensitized at
the time of testing, the positive effect of smoking one cigarette on selective attention could
reflect activation of a population α4β2* (or other) nAChRs that are resistant to desensitization.
Alternatively, the effect may reflect non-nicotine components of tobacco smoke or of the
smoking experience.

In the present study, we did not find significant improvement in task performance of smokers
after they each smoked a cigarette. At the same time, we observed a decrease in BOLD signal
in the incongruent condition of the Stroop task, suggesting improved functional efficiency in
the right FEF and adjacent pre-central sulcus. A possible reason for the inconsistency between
fMRI and behavioral findings is a greater sensitivity of neuroimaging methods as compared
with purely behavioral tests, as observed previously (Bolla et al, 2003, 2004; Eldreth et al,
2004; Goldberg and Weinberger, 2004).

Consistent with our hypothesis and relevant literature (Banich et al, 2000; Brown et al, 1999;
Langenecker et al, 2004; Taylor et al, 1997; Zysset et al, 2001), both test groups showed larger
increases of BOLD signal from rest in the left IFG during the incongruent than during the
congruent condition. Neuroimaging studies have indicated that the left IFG mediates inhibition
in verbal working memory (Jonides et al, 1998). Studies using the Stop-signal task found that
the right IFG is the main cortical site involved inhibition of motor responses (Aron et al,
2003; Aron and Poldrack, 2006). The findings of different brain regions mediating inhibition
in different tasks suggest that the inhibition, or cognitive control, involves multiple brain areas,
and the exact location is task dependent.

There are limitations in this study. First, as the sample size is small, the results should be
considered as preliminary. In addition, as CO and nicotine from cigarette smoking may have
complex effects on cerebral perfusion (Domino et al, 2004; Ghatan et al, 1998; Rose et al,
2003), they may affect BOLD signal, which is an essential feature of fMRI signal. Nicotine
administration, however, did not alter the coupling between the BOLD signal and activity of
the visual cortex in response to photic stimulation in a previous study (Jacobsen et al, 2002),
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suggesting that this potential confound may not contribute to our findings. In our study,
significant interaction between subject groups and tests was only observed in the right
precentral sulcus and the adjacent FEF, which previous work implicated as contributing to
selective attention and response selection. This selective effect is not easily explained by
nonspecific effects of CO and/or nicotine on cerebral perfusion. Lastly, our study does not
separate the effects of nicotine from other effects of the smoking experience (physical and
emotional). Answering this question would require a larger sample and assay of plasma
nicotine.

Our findings suggest that nicotine-dependent smokers have impaired functional efficiency in
the right FEF and adjacent precentral sulcus, as evidenced by greater BOLD signal changes
when tested in the incongruent than in the congruent condition of the Stroop Task. Nonsmokers
did not show this difference between conditions. As smoking a cigarette removed the difference
in smokers, it appears that smoking after even brief abstinence can improve functional
efficiency. This effect appears to reflect normalization of deficient function rather than a
facilitation of brain function beyond the level exhibited by healthy nonsmokers. To the extent
that such recovery reflects effects of nicotine per se, smokers might achieve this improvement
with products that deliver nicotine through routes other than smoking.
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Figure 1.
Nonsmokers (n = 13) showed greater increases in BOLD signal from the rest condition in the
left inferior frontal gyrus and presupplementary cortex in the incongruent than in the congruent
condition. Colors superimposed on the gray scale image, from the single subject T1 brain
template of SPM2, indicate values of t according to the color bar. Voxel level height threshold
p<0.001, uncorrected. Abbreviations: IFG: inferior frontal gyrus, L: left, pre-SMA:
presupplementary motor area, R: right.
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Figure 2.
Smokers (n = 9) showed greater increases in BOLD signal in the left inferior frontal gyrus and
intraparietal sulcus from the rest condition in the incongruent than in the congruent condition.
Colors superimposed on the gray scale image, from the single subject T1 brain template of
SPM2, indicate values of t according to the color bar. Voxel level height threshold p<0.001,
uncorrected. Abbreviations: IFG: inferior frontal gyrus, IPS: intraparietal sulcus, L: left, R:
right.
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Figure 3.
Significant interaction of contrast of incongruent minus congruent condition in the right
precentral sulcus, including the putative human frontal eye field (smokers (n = 9) vs
nonsmokers (n = 13) and first vs second test). (a) Colors superimposed on the single subject
T1 template from SPM2 indicate values of t according to the color bar. (b) Difference in
percentage signal change (relative to rest) between the incongruent and congruent conditions.
Bar: mean, Error Bar: SD. Voxel level height threshold p<0.001, uncorrected. Abbreviations:
L: left, R: right.
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Table 1

Withdrawal, Craving, and CO in Smokers (n = 9)

Prebreak mean
(SD)

Postbreak mean
(SD)

Shiffman/jarvik withdrawal scale

 Craving 4.8 (1.3) 5.1 (1.0)

 Psychological
 symptoms

2.4 (0.8) 2.7 (0.6)

 Physical symptoms 1.2 (0.4) 1.4 (0.7)

 Sedation 1.7 (0.7) 3.5 (2.0)

 Appetite 4.2 (0.6) 4.0 (0.3)

Total score 14.3 (2.3) 16.7 (2.8)

Urge to smoke scale 4.16 (1.8) 3.76 (2.2)

CO (ppm)* 20.7 (9.0) 24.8 (8.7)

The highest possible score on the Urge to Smoke Scale and each subscale of Shiffman/Jarvik Withdrawal Scale is ‘7’.

*
p<0.05, significant difference, showing increase in expired CO after smoking one cigarette.
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